Rating Action: Moody's downgrades Banco de Valencia's standalone ratings to E+/B2; confirms
debt ratings at Ba2, outlook developing
Global Credit Research - 02 Dec 2011
Madrid, December 02, 2011 -- Moody's Investors Service has today downgraded Banco de Valencia's standalone bank financial strength rating
(BFSR) to E+ from D-. The E+ standalone BSFR maps to B2 on the long-term scale. Moody's has also downgraded the bank's preference
shares to Caa3 from Caa1. At the same time, Moody's has confirmed Banco de Valencia's senior debt and deposit ratings at Ba2. The short
term rating remains at Not Prime. All of Banco de Valencia's ratings have a developing outlook, except the dated subordinated debt rated Ba3
which remains on review for downgrade.
Today's action concludes the rating review initiated on 28 October 2011. For further details please see "Moody's downgrades Banco de Valencia
to Ba2; all ratings on review for downgrade".
RATINGS RATIONALE
DOWNGRADE OF BANCO DE VALENCIA'S BFSR
Moody's decision to downgrade Banco de Valencia's standalone BFSR to E+ from D-, reflects the material deterioration on the bank's credit
profile due to (i) its fragile liquidity position with a continuously increasing funding deficit that is only covered by ECB and domestic public debt
Repo funding and the EUR2 billion credit facility provided by the state-owned fund ("FROB", Fund for the Orderly Restructuring of the Banking
System) and (ii) weak solvency indicators when compared to Moody's calculation of embedded expected losses in Banco de Valencia's
balance sheet, despite the EUR1 billion capital injection committed by the FROB.
On 21 November 2011, Bank of Spain intervened in Banco de Valencia and instructed the FROB to take control of the bank, after having
committed a capital injection into the bank up to EUR1 billion and a credit facility of EUR2 billion. The Bank of Spain's decision to intervene in
Banco de Valencia was based on the bank's inability to immediately adopt a viable plan to raise needed capital. The capital shortfall was
revealed after the Bank of Spain concluded an inspection on 17 November 2011 that resulted in additional provisioning requirements of at least
EUR562 million.
Moody's believes that without the support provided by the Spanish government via the FROB, Banco de Valencia would not be able to face its
sizable refinancing requirements over the next 12 months given its very weak liquidity position and lack of access to wholesale market
financing. In addition, Moody's is concerned by the bank's very weak risk absorption capacity, with very weak solvency and profitability
indicators, which has been severely affected by the rapid deterioration of its asset portfolio.
The FROB and Bank of Spain have announced their intention to recapitalise and stabilise Banco de Valencia with the ultimate aim of selling it
through a competitive tender.
Moody's has assigned a developing outlook to the bank's BFSR to reflect the different rating implications for Banco de Valencia in case the sale
process is completed or if the FROB fails to conclude it. By placing a developing outlook on Banco de Valencia's BFSR the rating agency notes
the possibility (i) for the bank's rating to be upgraded if it is acquired by a stronger peer; (ii) of negative rating actions (including the potential for a
multi-notch downgrade), if the resulting entity after the sale displays a weaker credit profile than Banco de Valencia's standalone financial
strength; and (iii) of Banco de Valencia's standalone rating being downgraded if the sale process fails to succeed and the government weakens
its current support for the bank.
DOWNGRADE OF THE PREFERENCE SHARES
At the same time, Moody's has also downgraded the preference shares to Caa3 from Caa1. The downgrade follows the downgrade of the
bank's BFSR; these instruments continue to be rated four notches below the adjusted standalone rating as per Moody's methodology for
Spanish hybrids.
CONFIRMATION OF BANCO DE VALENCIA'S SENIOR DEBT AND DEPOSIT RATINGS
In today's action Moody's has also confirmed Banco de Valencia's debt and deposit ratings at Ba2. Following the downgrade of the bank's
BFSR, Moody's has broadened the uplift from its standalone rating to three notches, to reflect a high likelihood of the FROB to continue
providing support to Banco de Valencia in terms of liquidity and capital until the sale process is completed.
Moody's does not incorporate any probability of parental support into its debt and deposit ratings from its parent Banco Financiero y de Ahorro
(BFA; Ba2 negative outlook). Despite being the majority shareholder of Banco de Valencia with 38.6% of its capital, BFA has not provided any
type of support to its subsidiary when this was now needed. Thus, Moody's also does not expect the entity to receive any future support from its
legal owner nor from BFA's operating company Bankia (Baa2/D+ (mapping to Ba1 on the long-term scale)/Prime-2, negative).
The bank's debt and deposits ratings have a developing outlook reflecting the developing outlook of its standalone rating. In addition, Moody's
notes that Banco de Valencia's debt ratings could be aligned with its standalone BFSR and therefore downgraded by several notches in case
the government (via FROB) will provide any signal that it may weaken the support that is currently expected to be forthcoming for the bank in
case of need.
BANCO DE VALENCIA'S DATED SUBORDINATED DEBT RATINGS
The ratings of Banco de Valencia's dated subordinated debt instruments remain at Ba3. These dated subordinated debt instruments continue to
be rated one notch lower than the senior debt instruments, based on subordination in the case of liquidation. The ratings are on review for
possible downgrade since 29 November 2011. For further details please see "Moody's reviews European banks' subordinated, junior and Tier 3
debt for downgrade".

POTENTIAL TRIGGERS OF A DOWNGRADE/UPGRADE
Downward pressure would be exerted on Banco de Valencia's standalone credit strength following (i) a further weakening of its liquidity position;
(ii) greater-than-expected deterioration in its risk-absorption capacity and a depletion of its capital levels; and/or (iii) weakening of the bank's
franchise.
The bank's debt and deposit ratings are linked to the standalone BFSR, and any change to the BFSR would likely also affect these ratings. In
addition, downward pressure on Banco de Valencia's debt and deposit ratings could be exerted if the FROB fails to provide sufficient support to
the bank in terms of liquidity and capital.
An improvement of Banco de Valencia's standalone rating could be driven by (i) its acquisition by a stronger peer; (ii) an improved liquidity
position, with normalised access to wholesale funding and broader diversification of its funding sources; (iii) reduction of its real-estate and
related assets; and (iv) enhanced access to capital.
METHODOLOGY
The methodologies used in this rating were Bank Financial Strength Ratings: Global Methodology published in February 2007, Incorporation of
Joint-Default Analysis into Moody's Bank Ratings: A Refined Methodology published in March 2007, and Moody's Guidelines for Rating Bank
Hybrid Securities and Subordinated Debt published in November 2009. Please see the Credit Policy page on www.moodys.com for a copy of
these methodologies.
Headquartered in Valencia (Spain), Banco de Valencia had EUR24 billion assets at end-June 2011.
REGULATORY DISCLOSURES
For ratings issued on a program, series or category/class of debt, this announcement provides relevant regulatory disclosures in relation to
each rating of a subsequently issued bond or note of the same series or category/class of debt or pursuant to a program for which the ratings
are derived exclusively from existing ratings in accordance with Moody's rating practices. For ratings issued on a support provider, this
announcement provides relevant regulatory disclosures in relation to the rating action on the support provider and in relation to each particular
rating action for securities that derive their credit ratings from the support provider's credit rating. For provisional ratings, this announcement
provides relevant regulatory disclosures in relation to the provisional rating assigned, and in relation to a definitive rating that may be assigned
subsequent to the final issuance of the debt, in each case where the transaction structure and terms have not changed prior to the assignment
of the definitive rating in a manner that would have affected the rating. For further information please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity
page for the respective issuer on www.moodys.com.
The rating has been disclosed to the rated entity or its designated agent(s) and issued with no amendment resulting from that disclosure.
Information sources used to prepare the rating are the following : parties involved in the ratings, public information, and confidential and
proprietary Moody's Investors Service information.
Moody's considers the quality of information available on the rated entity, obligation or credit satisfactory for the purposes of issuing a rating.
Moody's adopts all necessary measures so that the information it uses in assigning a rating is of sufficient quality and from sources Moody's
considers to be reliable including, when appropriate, independent third-party sources.
However, Moody's is not an auditor and cannot in every instance independently verify or validate information received in the rating process.
Moody's Investors Service may have provided Ancillary or Other Permissible Service(s) to the rated entity or its related third parties within the
two years preceding the credit rating action. Please see the special report "Ancillary or other permissible services provided to entities rated by
MIS's EU credit rating agencies" on the ratings disclosure page on our website www.moodys.com for further information.
Please see the ratings disclosure page on www.moodys.com for general disclosure on potential conflicts of interests.
Please see the ratings disclosure page on www.moodys.com for information on (A) MCO's major shareholders (above 5%) and for (B) further
information regarding certain affiliations that may exist between directors of MCO and rated entities as well as (C) the names of entities that
hold ratings from MIS that have also publicly reported to the SEC an ownership interest in MCO of more than 5%. A member of the board of
directors of this rated entity may also be a member of the board of directors of a shareholder of Moody's Corporation; however, Moody's has not
independently verified this matter.
Please see Moody's Rating Symbols and Definitions on the Rating Process page on www.moodys.com for further information on the meaning
of each rating category and the definition of default and recovery.
Please see ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on www.moodys.com for the last rating action and the rating history.
The date on which some ratings were first released goes back to a time before Moody's ratings were fully digitized and accurate data may not
be available. Consequently, Moody's provides a date that it believes is the most reliable and accurate based on the information that is available
to it. Please see the ratings disclosure page on our website www.moodys.com for further information.
Please see www.moodys.com for any updates on changes to the lead rating analyst and to the Moody's legal entity that has issued the rating.
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Any publication into Australia of this document is by MOODY'S affiliate, Moody's Investors Service Pty Limited ABN 61
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